
Lecture 3↓ It gossible Braves lattes...35 IT

22 possible gantgroups 12 congatiblew/ these5)
Today:How do we put togetherI and 6 to get
a space group G

Whatdo we know about 6?Bd
①GCI =(R"X083) (The spacegra is a subgreg of Incidengrg

② TCG bravers lattice is a subgroup of the space grong



Some
grong theory background

· Let to be a group,
and letHCC bea

subgro
Lets define a coset Ig geG

Hg = Ehg,hel)
Given anysubgroug 1, the right costs ofa partitia 6

-given any g'eG, g' us in exactlyare right
cost



oficardo Hg,, 192, and assume 7006 such

thatdetty, detgu
=> d =h,9, and 0 =h292

h,9, =4292
hih299."- 99cH

=>H =199,=Hg1 =192

-> All right cosets are disjoint



7 6 =H* Hg,0 HG 0.. 8Hg...
coset decomposition of 6
39,1921..9.-1,20 are called cost regresentatives

-> The number of rightcosets is called theday
of Hin6 I6:H!

> 16:41= 16H) for 6 a finite group

Exi8= 2) the grouge integers under addition

H-32) the group of muldigles of 3 under addition



HCG

Right costs He =H +x =H

HT =1 +1 =(,4,7,12,..-p2,5,..)
12 =H

+3 =32,5,8,1,...,4,5,7, ..)

12 =1+3
=37 =H

6 =z =Huh + 10 5+2)

16:Hf =3

Hg <rightcosets



we could regent everything for leftcosts gl
something special happens for subgroups A where leftcosts

are equal to right cosets:
Asubgroy HCG is a subgroup of

gH=Hg (i.e. f gHg =A)
↑

conjugation

HG symbol for a normal subgrou

If H86, then we can definer a group structure of

the rightcosets Hg:



Ag,, Agz lets caster HS15z[hig,bu9m,hike
of H is a normal subgrange of 6

g,H =Hs, =Hg,192=HH5,92:H9,92

CHUHg, UH5zO... UH9..,
156 => [H, Hs,H52.-1Sn.1) is a groug under

multiplication, the quotient group 6/A

EX6 =2) addition is commutative -> 1+A =Hin 156

H=32) consider our cosets



SK, ATI, HR
ig" (* 12

"

H +((t +1) =1 +H +1 =1 +1

17 +(1 +2) =1 +2

(H +1 +(H +)) =1 +2

(H+1 +(7 +2)
=H +3 =H

GN = 2/32 = grong fintegers w/additionmodule3



Progestion:The Brava's lattice I ofa space groug G
is a normal subgrog of

qf St1757 letcaso (g1d5eC
"

gisfNg g=5g1 - g
+50

11

(515154981f)(g18) gg
=(818)

(g):6(3917 +5)=5815"8+5+ 55) =451945)



Since every gave
translation in G is byassumption

a bravers lattice translation -> g1Tg=

③ TVG

set the pant groug % of a space grough is semorgue
to 6/

o we look at the cost decongosita of a space gig
6 relative toI we get



6 =TUT59,1810T592150... UT55n1d
6/T= [8,9,,9,...9.1) where we forget about the

translation parts of the cost representatives
6/ccoss one ofour 32ptgroups

T1g, 1d,) T(92(d)( : T35,9u(d,5(9.5u) -59.585) =29,3.56,53,4
What is the simplest way to set a 6 satisfythese



grogetes?
take I take aptgroup compatible with that+
Broars lattice

6 =TU i59,000 T55100... US9... (8)
i.e. C =TXT a semdiect product

①

59. 17) for 9.85, IeT

equivalently, 6/1=546 there's membeddy
of 5 as a subgrog of s



o = stlap, (9,la),said...
6 =TXE is a semidiec product of
6/T

= Eis somorphic to a subgrag of

Space groups satisfythis property are called

·morghic
There

are 73 synmorghic space grengs in 3
Letteriele[otgroug soldone



Ex Space group Pnn2
↑w

Primitive gantgroup anorthorhambre
i =(a,0,0) (Gz,nx,My,z)i =(,6,0)

eg =(0,0,0)

For a full list of lattice tyges
given byletters, Table 3.1 in

Bradley& Crackwell

But mostspace groups are notsymmerghic!
7157nonsymmorphic space groups



A space grang is nonsymmogic of it
does not have

its paint groug as a subgroup

6 =TU T(g,1d56 T(518) 0. . UT55.. 1d4
of G is nonsymmorphe => there'sa wayto choose

costregresulatives with all d=
7) some of the . mustbe fasters of a Bravers
lattice translation

Two types ofoperations 5915 immediatelytell us a
space groug has to be nonsynmorghic



screw relations and glide mirrors
I

a rotation followed

by a fractical translation

along the axis ofrelation

3922/c) with

bravers lattin(S8cESsE

· ·

a. ....-



2(1500
3
:9G/Z0S((Zl0):381088T

6:TUTG2/Ec)
6/=E =37, czz) butthere is she grog operation

somorphic to Gal

sOndId) dAs

340188 =Sflees be is mintage S

1=7



Me ((zz/Zc) -21
35,32

ex3y:((z/5) Hi,I

((z)(3)3=(f/c) 65162,63,6465

32((z(2
((z(z)3=47122



Glide mirror:a mirror reflection across a glare, followed by
a translation in the glare

g
=(mz/29):(08) -> (02,y, -2)

g2=581aX) a, b,c glides along a cartesian
drectres

1- glides along a facediageal
↓glode alongabody dragonal
e- when there multiplegidisw/
the samemirror glare



zX:p253
↑ mo

Primitive 723 is the gant groug-cubic
cub.2 the twofold rotations a 2, screw

·1885:smilings
f nj=

&n+(98%) =581258cT
↑

38178 => 2d a Bravars lattic translation



ji:mkarongs↑,y,z)


